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OPPORTUNITESConnecting Youth with 
Nature and Angling 



Between July 11th-28th and August 15th-30th SVSFE hosted
their 10th Fish Camp. The return of Fish Camp in 2022 was
slightly different. Contrary to the typical 5 day overnight
camps exclusively at Wellman Lake, this year’s camp
consisted of day trips to three different destinations over a 5-
week (20 day) period. In total, Fish Camp facilitated 65
different kids (age 9-14), with most of them experiencing
angling opportunities at all three destinations.

FISH CAMP

2022 





The destinations included the Red Deer River, Wellman Lake, and the Red Road Compass’ land-based learning site north-east of 
Swan River. The Red Deer River is a shore fishing destination with target species being freshwater drum, bullhead, and walleye. At 
Wellman Lake the kids fished from boats with target species being walleye, pike, smallmouth bass, and perch. Red Road Compass

days were focused on land-based learning and some chub fishing if time permitted. 

DESTINATIONSFishing 

# Red Deer River # Wellman Lake # Swan River





At the fishing destinations topics covered included fish handling, fish behavior, catch and release techniques, boat safety, fishing 
regulations, and of course fishing techniques. Shawn Charlebois with Red Road Compass did an excellent job and provided outdoor 

education through nature and medicine walks, fish preservation (traditional smoking), fire teachings, traditional knowledge, a stinging 
nettle fiber workshop, and much more.

KNOWLEDGESharing





CATCHThe BIG 

In total 481 fish were landed with 184 drum, 114 walleye, 89 pike, 50 chubs, 28 bass, 8 bullhead, 4 perch, and 4 suckers. Within
those fish some Master Anglers were caught including 20 drum, 4 bullhead, 2 bass, and 1 sucker. When a master was caught, kids 

and their parents were shown the process of registering their fish through Travel Manitoba’s program. Overall, the eagerness,
willingness to learn, and excitement from the kids was hands down the most rewarding part of the program.





Camp

First, and most importantly thank you to the Fish and Wildlife Enhancement Fund. Without their support this program would 
not be possible. Also, a huge thanks to both Intermountain Sport Fishing Enhancement and The Elbert Chartrand 

Friendship Centre for providing volunteers and helping organize the camp days. Finally, a big thanks to the many local 
businesses who supported Fish Camp including, Mils Grill, Wellman Lake Lodge, Red Road Compass – Shawn Charlesbois, 

Pizza Place, Shivers, 734 Inc. and  The Star & Times.

SUPPORTERS





PUBLICATIONS
Program

In order to share the word that Fish Camp was back, a
variety of media was utilized. SVSFE promoted the
new day camps on the SVSFE website, Facebook
page, and through newsletters that were available
digitally and distributed to 200 guests at the SVSFE
Drive Thru Supper Fundraiser in May. Posters were
also distributed to the Elbert Chartrand Friendship
Centre (ECFC), and schools within the Swan Valley
School Division and shared on their social media.

Success of the program was shared with the
community through weekly posts on Facebook,
newspaper articles with the local Star and Times and
word of mouth from those who attended. It didn’t take
long for news to spread and camp spaces to fill up.
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Program
• “He had a great time today. Thanks for giving him this opportunity!”  - Becki (Parent)

• “He had a blast from the reports I got. He is pumped for another chance” – Jason (Parent)

• “Meghan had a blast! Thank you for those pictures that Krista sent us! Meghan was sure pumped!” - Lisa (Parent)

• “It sounds like the girls had an absolute blast today! Lisa and I talked to the girls and they would both like to go to 

Wellman! Thanks so much, they're excited!” - Kristy (Parent)

FEEDBACK



Program
• “Thanks Holly and Brock. Sid had a great time and will definitely want to go again when we can fit it in. Have 

a great summer! - Meghan (Parent)

• “I just wanted to say a big thank from us for letting Nolan partake in day with you! What a great experience for 

kids you are providing! I know here in Spruce Grove, AB there isn’t such opportunities; Nolan and his cousin 

Konnor had a great day, learned lots and made good memories! Thanks again” - Alana & Chris (Parents)

FEEDBACK



FEEDBACKProgram



• “Yes he had a great time. Looking forward to next year. Thanks for everything.” Deana (Parent) 

• “Jackson will be there thank you so much for everything he is loving these camps” Sharalyn (Parent)

• “Thanks! The kids had a great time and learned a lot!” Rebecca (Parent)

Program
FEEDBACK



• “Thanks to all for the great fish camp days!! Lexi and Jordan had an awesome time and are already looking forward to 

next year haha.” Best wishes –Ryan (Parent)

• “I was wondering if you know of a shop that would be selling a child's fishing rod - Jacob wants one. He's really into 

fishing now and I thank you both for that. This program has been amazing! Sincerely” – Fauna (Parent)

Program
FEEDBACK



• “Thank you so much for putting this on as my kids absolutely loved it! You will definitely be seeing them again next 

year if this is offered again! Thanks so much again!” - Lisa (Parent)

Program
FEEDBACK



FEEDBACKProgram

• “I have been hearing really good feedback about fish camp. 

The parent that I spoke with today about it had 2 kids 

participate (1 caught a master) and they loved it. Great 

work! Your time is greatly appreciated. The things you’re 

teaching these kids shows in the pictures of how they’re 

handling the fish and the smiles on the kids faces” –

Tammy (SVSFE director)

• “Just wanted to put out a big thanks to Holly and Brock 

(and volunteers) for fish camp. Today there were 2 young 

boys fishing the river for drum who took their single 

mother out. They had so much fun at fish camp they 

wanted to come out again this weekend. They 

demonstrated fish handling techniques and taught their 

mom. Was so great to see. They even pulled out a master! 

Great job guys! Just shows you are getting kids into 

fishing” – Krista (SVSFE director) 



ESCAPE

First, but most importantly, when hosting a program of this
nature organizers require the ability to adapt. Weather
conditions, angling quality and the age/personalities of youth
change each day. Camp coordinators had to improvise daily,
put in some hard work to stay on/find the fish and tailor
methods to the individual groups present each day. By doing
this these young anglers were able to stay engaged and
experience a variety of opportunities.

Secondly, when providing a free community service folks
would sometimes cancel last minute not allowing enough time
to notify other kids on the waiting list. For this reason, night
before attendance confirmation is recommended. Additionally,
the extra time required each day for preparation, clean-up, and
coordination of parent’s/campers was not anticipated to be so
significant and should be considered for future Fish Camps.
Finally, it is important to communicate how to fish using
different methods to every camper with clarity. If this was
completed more consistently it might have resulted in less
lures lost, and rods damaged.

Lessons LEARNT



in CONCLUSION

It is with great pleasure that SVSFE can report on the completion of this very popular 
program. The appreciation from the children, their parents, and the community was 
overwhelming. With every day we adapted and learned to make the program more 
enjoyable and efficient. SVSFE hopes to continue providing youth with the unique 

opportunity for years to come. 
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